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COTTON CANDY

Available as 
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material
Delivery time
Advantages

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size possible
4.500 g/m²
12 mm (standard) or custom height
Hand tufted
55 standard + any custom color
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Cotton
4 - 6 weeks
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (uni or mix up to 10 
colors) out of 55 colors from our Cotton color 
box
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ suitable for residential use

color 5



Cotton color box

Indulge in the luxury of our first 100% Cotton rug. Made in 
Europe, this timeless masterpiece will elevate any space to new 
heights of comfort.    

Customised to perfection, our Cotton Candy rug offers an 
extensive palette of standard 55 colors, along with the flexibility 
to choose any size or shape. Opt for the 12 mm low pile 
variation, which is densely tufted for a tailored aesthetic.

Our cotton is certified with the esteemed OEKO-TEX 
STANDARD 100 label. This certification proudly signifies that 
the yarn has undergone rigorous testing to eradicate any 
harmful substances. 



We cannot ensure the safety of cleaning agents that have not been 
tested on our products. 
- Please do not use highly acidic cleaning agents to remove stains from 
your rug. This will cause discoloration of the yarn.
- For significant staining or the removal of transferred dirt, we 
recommend dry cleaning your Biodegradable PET rug by a specialist 
in rug cleaning. Please clearly state that the rug needs to be cleaned 
without the use of water.
- If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us, or visit 
us at www.frankly.amsterdam/careinstructions for more information.

WARRANTY

- Frankly Amsterdam guarantees its rugs for 2 years under normal 
usage conditions. 
- We take care in crafting all our products. If, by chance, a manufacturing 
defect slips through our quality control, please notify us within 14 days 
of delivery and in the meantime, refrain from using the product. 
- Small variations or irregularities in color, weft, or size may arise, which 
are inherent to the use of natural fibers. Such differences fall within 
normal commercial tolerances and should be accepted. 
- Frankly Amsterdam will not accept any complaint if shading is 
concerned.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

- We suggest to vacuum the rug once a week with a normal (upright or 
cylinder) vacuum cleaner but without the brush or beater bar attached. 
Rugs with a high pile need to be vacuumed more regularly. 
- Do not use a vacuum with a rotating brush, this will damage the yarn. 
- Rugs made from natural materials are subject to some shedding 
during the first few months. This is a common characteristic of natural 
fibers and will subside after 3 - 4 months of normal use.  
- A dry environment can result in extra shedding of the yarn. A humidity 
between 50-70% will benefit the lifecycle of your rug.
- In order to avoid indentations, we advise you to rotate the rug every 
once in a while
- It is important to address wet stains promptly. Use strong paper, 
such as kitchen paper, to absorb the stain without rubbing the rug. 
Rubbing the rug when it’s wet can cause damage to its fibers and overall 
structure.
- Light stains can safely be treated with JAMES cleaning agents, which 
have been successfully tested on our products. Please follow the 
instructions of the JAMES staindisc delivered with the James starter kit. 
Treating stains within 24 hours increases the chances of successful stain 
removal, nevertheless, complete removal can never be guaranteed.




